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ABSTRACT: Video processing systems such as HEVC requiring low energy consumption needed for the multimedia
market has lead to extensive development in fast algorithms for the efficient approximation of 2-D DCT transforms.
The DCT is employed in a multitude of compression standards due to its remarkable energy compaction properties.
Multiplier-free approximate DCT transforms have been proposed that offer superior compression performance at
very low circuit complexity. Such approximations can be realized in digital VLSI hardware using additions and
subtractions only, leading to significant reductions in chip area and power consumption compared to conventional
DCTs and integer transforms. In this paper, we introduce a novel 8-point DCT approximation that requires only 14
addition operations and no multiplications. The proposed transform possesses low computational complexity and is
compared to state-of-the-art DCT approximations in terms of both algorithm complexity and peak signal-to-noise
ratio. The proposed DCT approximation is a candidate for reconfigurable video standards such as HEVC.The
proposed transform and several other DCT approximations are mapped to systolic-array digital architectures and
physically realized as digital prototype circuits using FPGA technology and mapped to 45 nm CMOS technology.
I.INTRODUCTION
Although computer arithmetic is sometimes viewed
as a specialized part of CPU design, still the discrete
component designing is also a very important aspect.
A tremendous variety of algorithms have been
proposed for use in floating-point systems. Actual
implementations are usually based on refinements
and variations of the few basic algorithms presented
here In addition to choosing algorithms for addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division, the
computer architect must make other choices. What
precisions should be implemented? How should
exceptions be handled? This report will give the
background for making these and other decisions.Our
discussion of floating point will focus almost
exclusively on the IEEE floating-point standard
(IEEE 754) because of its rapidly increasing
acceptance. Although
floating-point arithmetic
involves manipulating exponents and shifting
fractions, the bulk of the time in floating-point
operations is spent operating on fractions using
integer algorithms. Thus, after our discussion of
floating point, we will take a more detailed look at
efficient algorithms and architectures. In the last
decades the computational power of computers has
increased almost exponential. Nowadays, computers
that perform billions of arithmetic operations are
common. However, the precision of the arithmetic is
at a standstill. As exemplified, in the 1960’s the IBM

S360/91 floating point format had a 64 bits
representation, with 7 bits for exponent and 56 for
mantissa; nowadays, the almost all computers use the
IEEE 754/1985 double precision representation, with
11 bits for exponents and 52 bits for
mantissa.Floating point arithmetic is full of errors.
The reasons for these types of errors are multiple: the
impossibility of representing all the real numbers
using a floating point format (simple numbers like
1/3 or 2 ), truncation errors, rounding errors etc.
These errors seem very small. However, due to the
great number of arithmetic operations, an
accumulation of arithmetic errors can happen. This
may lead to disastrous consequences, like the Darin
incident during the First Gulf War.
II.LITERATURE REVIEW
Our Floating Point Unit is a single precision
IEEE754 compliant integrated unit. It incorporates
various basic operations like addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, shifting and other
transcendental
functions
like
square
root
determination and trigonometric operations like sine,
cosine and tangential value evaluation.In this chapter,
the section 2.2 gives a brief about the literature
review and the details of the related work in the field
of developing an efficient FPU. Section 2.3 gives a
brief description about the features implemented in
our FPU like the rounding modes it handles, the
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operations it can carry out, the exceptions it can
handle etc. After this section we have section 2.4
which describes implementation in nutshell. This
section describes a brief about the algorithms
implemented by us. This chapter also describes the
basic algorithm of our initial FPU model in the
section 2.5. And lastly, the section 2.6 gives a
summary of the chapter.
III.IEEE FLOATING POINT
MULTIPLICATION ALGORITHM
IEEE 754 specifies:
 Two
basic
floating-point
formats: single and double.
The IEEE single format has a significant
precision of 24 bits and occupies 32 bits
overall. The IEEE double format has a
significant precision of 53 bits and occupies
64 bits overall.
 Two classes of extended floating-point
formats: single
extended and double
extended.
The standard does not prescribe the exact
precision and size of these formats, but it
does specify the minimum precision and
size. For example, an IEEE double extended
format must have a significant precision of
at least 64 bits and occupy at least 79 bits
overall.
 Accuracy requirements on floating-point
operations: add, subtract, multiply, divide,
square root, remainder, round numbers in
floating-point format to integer values,
convert between different floating-point
formats, convert between floating-point and
integer formats, and compare.
The remainder and compare operations must
be exact. Each of the other operations must
deliver to its destination the exact result,
unless there is no such result or that result
does not fit in the destination's format. In the
latter case, the operation must minimally
modify the exact result according to the
rules of prescribed rounding modes,
presented below, and deliver the result so
modified to the operation's destination.
 Accuracy, monotonicity and identity
requirements for conversions between
decimal strings and binary floating-point
numbers in either of the basic floating-point
formats.

As stated in the introduction, normalized floating
point numbers have the form of Z= (-1S) * 2 (E Bias) * (1.M). To multiply two floating point
numbers the following is done:
1. Multiplying the significant; i.e. (1.M1*1.M2)
2. Placing the decimal point in the result
3. Adding the exponents; i.e. (E1 + E2 – Bias)
4. Obtaining the sign; i.e. s1 xor s2
5. Normalizing the result; i.e. obtaining 1 at the MSB
of the results’ significand
6. Rounding the result to fit in the available bits
7. Checking for underflow/overflow occurrence
In this paper we present a floating point
multiplier in which rounding support isn’t
implemented. Rounding support can be added as a
separate unit that can be accessed by the multiplier or
by a floating point adder, thus accommodating for
more precision if the multiplier is connected directly
to an adder in a MAC unit. Fig. 2 shows the
multiplier structure; Exponents addition, Significand
multiplication, and Result’s sign calculation are
independent and are done in parallel. The significand
multiplication is done on two 24 bit numbers and
results in a 48 bit product, which we will call the
intermediate product (IP). The IP is represented as
(47 down to 0) and the decimal point is located
between bits 46 and 45 in the IP. The following
sections detail each block of the floating point
multiplier.

Fig 1: Floating point Multiplier
CONVERSION OF THE BINARY INTEGER TO
ITS IEEE754 FORMAT:
As our FPU is IEEE754 compliant, the next step is to
convert the input here the effective operand into the
IEEE specified format.
IEEE754 single precision can be encoded into 32
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bits using 1 bit for the sign bit (the most significant
i.e. 31st bit), next eight bits are used for the exponent
part and finally rest 23 bits are used for the mantissa
part.
S EEEEEEEE FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
` 31 30
23 22
However, it uses an implicit bit, so the significant
part becomes 24 bits, even though it usually is
encoded using 23 bits.
Step1: Sign bit of the binary number
becomes the sign bit (31st bit) of
the IEEE equivalent.
Step 2: 30th bit to 8th bit of the binary number
becomes the mantissa part of the IEEE
equivalent.
Step 3: The exponent part is calculated by
subtracting the position of the 1st
one obtained in the algorithm.
Step 4: A bias of 127 is added to the above
exponent value.
Interval Arithmetic Algorithms and Designs:
An interval X is defined by two floating
point numbers, which constitute the bounds of the
given interval: X =[Xlo ;Xhi ] [13][15]. The four basic
arithmetic operations between two intervals X ,Y are
given below [13][15][22]:
-

addition: [ Xlo ; Xhi ] + [Ylo ;Yhi ]= [ Xlo + Ylo ;
Xhi +Yhi ]

-

subtraction: [ Xlo ; Xhi ]− [ Ylo ;Yhi ]= [ Xlo −
Yhi ; Xhi −Ylo ]

rounding modes which are used are rounding towards
negative infinity for the lower bound of the result
(for example, in case of addition Xlo +Ylo will be
rounded towards negative infinity) and rounding
towards positive infinity for the upper bound of the
result
0 (for example, in case of addition Xhi +Yhi will
be rounded towards positive infinity).Several
approaches have been proposed in order to provide
hardware support for interval arithmetic. The ones
presented in dedicated to variable precision floating
point format, while the ones presented in can be
used for IEEE floating point format, numbers. In
issues regarding special numbers and exception
handling in interval arithmetic are presented.
Interval addition, subtraction and division
require two floating point operations. The solutions
proposed for these three interval operations rely
either on a single hardware unit (a floating point
adder for addition/subtraction or a floating point
divider for division) which implements both needed
rounding modes, either on two floating point units
(one for the lower bound of the result, while the other
for the upper bound of the result) – as depicted
In the first case, the performance of an
interval operation is equal to the performance of two
conventional floating point operations, while the cost
is the same with respect to a conventional floating
point unit. In the second case, the performance of an
interval operation is the same as a conventional
floating point operation, while the cost is almost
double

-

multiplication: [ Xlo ; Xhi ]* [Ylo ;
Yhi ]= max (∏ XY ); min
(∏XY ) where ∏XY is
represented by the four
products
X *Y ;X
lo lo hi *Ylo;X lo *Yhi;X hi *Yhi
- division: [ Xlo ; Xhi ] / [Ylo ; Yhi ]=[Xlo ; Xhi ]*
[1/ Yhi ;1/Ylo ]
undefined for 0 ∈[Ylo ;Yhi ]

A very important aspect for interval
arithmetic is the rounding mode used; thus, the

Fig. 2. Hardware support for interval operations with
two floating point units as depicted
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Interval multiplication is the most complex
from all four basic interval arithmetic operations. It
requires four floating point multiplications and six
floating point comparisons, which means a total of
ten floating point operations (ten operations if we do
not count rounding). As presented in [18], in
conventional
floating point
arithmetic
the
multiplications count almost 40% from all arithmetic
instructions. Therefore, it is expected that in interval
arithmetic, the multiplication to be a very important
and frequent operation. Thus, the latency of the
interval multiplication (which consists of ten floating
point operations) is unacceptable. Different
approaches in order to improve the performance have
been proposed. One approach used in is based on the
reduction of the number of operation needed based
on the signs of the two operands.
IV. FPGA Design Flow:
FPGA contains a two dimensional arrays of
logic blocks and interconnections between logic
blocks. Both the logic blocks and interconnects are
programmable. Logic blocks are programmed to
implement a desired function and the interconnects
are programmed using the switch boxes to connect
the logic blocks.To be more clear, if we want to
implement a complex design (CPU for instance), then
the design is divided into small sub functions and
each sub function is implemented using one logic
block. Now, to get our desired design (CPU), all the
sub functions implemented in logic blocks must be
connected and this is done by programming the
interconnects.
FPGAs, alternative to the custom ICs, can
be used to implement an entire System On one Chip
(SOC). The main advantage of FPGA is ability to
reprogram. User can reprogram an FPGA to
implement a design and this is done after the FPGA
is manufactured. This brings the name “Field
Programmable.”

Figure 3 : Internal structure of FPGA
Custom ICs are expensive and takes long
time to design so they are useful when produced in
bulk amounts. But FPGAs are easy to implement
within a short time with the help of Computer Aided
Designing (CAD) tools (because there is no physical
layout process, no mask making, and no IC
manufacturing).Some disadvantages of FPGAs are,
they are slow compared to custom ICs as they can’t
handle vary complex designs and also they draw
more power.Xilinx logic block consists of one Look
Up Table (LUT) and one Flip Flop. An LUT is used
to implement number of different functionality. The
input lines to the logic block go into the LUT and
enable it.
The output of the LUT gives the result of the
logic function that it implements and the output of
logic block is registered or unregistered output from
the LUT.
SRAM is used to implement a
LUT.A k-input logic function is implemented using
2^k * 1 size SRAM. Number of different possible
functions for k input LUT is 2^2^k. Advantage of
such an architecture is that it supports
implementation of so many logic functions, however
the disadvantage is unusually large number of
memory cells required to implement such a logic
block in case number of inputs is large.
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Figure 4: a 4-input LUT based implementation of
logic block
In technology mapping, the transformation
of optimized Boolean expression to FPGA logic
blocks, that is said to be as Slices. Here area and
delay optimization will be taken place. During
placement the algorithms are used to place each
block in FPGA array. Assigning the FPGA wire
segments, which are programmable, to establish
connections among FPGA blocks through routing.
The configuration of final chip is made in
programming unit LUT based design provides for
better logic block utilization.
V. RESULT

Fig 6: RTL Schematic of sub modules
Fig 7 : RTL schematic of dadda multiplier
Simulation:
Simulation in system designing refers to check and
verification of functionality of any building block,
module, system or subsystem consisting of Basic
Blocks. When we say simulation of any design
essentially it means only logical connections and
verification of Functionality through those logical
connections. For simulation Purpose We used the
XILINX ISE which is a product of XILINX.

Fig 5:RTL Schematic of top module

Fig 8: simulation results
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents an implementation of a floating
point multiplier that supports the IEEE 754-2008
binary interchange format; the multiplier doesn’t
implement rounding and just presents the significand
multiplication result as is (32 bits), this gives better
precision if the whole 48 bits are utilized in another
unit; i.e. a floating point adder to form a MAC unit.
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